The declaration of principles
The Social Democrats of America Party has its roots in the tradition of humanism and in the
philosophy of the Enlightenment. It embraces the values of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity
proclaimed by the American and French Revolutions. It was born from the encounter between a
rich and diverse critical thought and the action of the workers' movement which, for two
centuries, carried a challenge to the social organization shaped by capitalism and defended the
project of a society of solidarity in which all members enjoy the same freedoms and rights.
It claims the memory of 1848, with the abolition of slavery, of the Commune, the heritage of the
Republic, of its democratic work, and of its fight for secularism, the great social conquests of the
Popular Front, of the Liberation, of May 68, May 81 and the left-wing governments that have
followed since.
He participated in the great political and intellectual battles for freedom and justice, from the
Dreyfus Affair to the abolition of the death penalty. He made the 1948 Universal Declaration of
Human Rights his own.
These ambitions are more relevant than ever. For socialists, the human being is a being endowed
with reason, free, a social being who grows from his relationship with others, open to all
potentialities. That is why the conditions in which he lives are essential. Building a new and
better world, respecting the dignity of the human person and safeguarding the planet is the
primary task of socialists, the one that motivates a renewed commitment to progress in the
world.
Social Democracy or Socialism wants to be an explanation of the world, a pedagogy of action, a
promise for the future. Socialism wants to be an explanation of the world, a pedagogy of action,
a promise for the future for humanity. its nature is "to go to the ideal and to understand the
real", to invent the future and to work in the present, to assume the tensions and the
contradictions which result from it and make the human life.

I.

Our fundamental purpose

art. 1

To be a socialist is not to be satisfied with the world as it is, it is to want to change society. The
socialist idea is both a revolt against injustice and a fight for a better life. The goal of socialist
action is the complete emancipation of the human person.
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art. 2

Equality is at the heart of our ideal. This will only makes sense through and for freedom. Equality
and freedom are inseparable. To the injustices and the violence of the world, the socialist idea
opposes a commitment for a free, just, united and fraternal humanity. It carries a universal
message, as soon as it is a question of defending the fundamental rights of each and everyone.
For socialists, these objectives can only be achieved through of the spontaneous functioning of
the economy and society. The permanent redistribution of resources and wealth is necessary to
give reality to the equality of rights, to offer to each one the chances to lead his life, to reduce
the differences in conditions and to fight against poverty.

art. 3
Sustainable development must allow us to meet the needs of the present, without compromising
the future of new generations. The aims of Socialism fully reflect the desire to preserve our
planet, which is currently threatened by the risks of climate change and the loss of biodiversity,
to protect and renew natural resources and to promote the quality of the environment. This
need calls for responses that do not privilege immediate profitability, but reconcile the general
interest and individual interests. Aware of the close interaction between human activities and
ecosystems, socialists consider the planet as one of their fundamental goals, along with the
promotion of progress and the equitable satisfaction of needs.

art. 4

Progress, synonymous with the improvement of human living conditions, is a fundamental value
for socialists. They believe that the exercise of reason must be accessible to all, acceptable to all,
applicable to all. They promote knowledge, research and culture.
They want to put scientific and technological advances at the service of people and the planet.
These pose essential questions for the future of humanity. Socialists defend the precautionary
principle which allows collective choices to be made through democratic arbitration and
subordinates the acceptability of risks, inseparable from the development of science, the
usefulness of innovations and the legitimacy of their uses.
Economic and social progress can no longer be assessed solely on the basis of the growth of
market production, but must be assessed using indicators that reflect the actual quality of
people's living and working conditions.
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art. 5

Democracy is both an end and a means. It embodies a universal value and struggle. It conditions
the very nature of socialist action. It cannot be reduced to a method. To be socialist is to think
that women and men are people who decide to act together can influence the evolution of their
lives, their society and the world. Our socialism is a conception and practice of citizenship in all
fields and in all its forms. Political democracy and social democracy, representative democracy
and participatory democracy form a whole to allow for collective deliberation and decision.

II.

Our objectives for the 21th century

art. 6
The socialists carry a historical criticism of capitalism, creator of inequalities, factor of crises, and
degradation of ecological balances, which remains relevant in the age of globalization dominated
by financial capitalism. The socialists are partisans of a social and ecological market economy, a
market economy regulated by the public power, as well as by the social partners which has for
finality the satisfaction of the essential social needs. The system desired by socialists is a mixed
economy, combining a dynamic private sector, an efficient public sector, quality public services
accessible to all, a third sector of social and solidarity economy.
Socialists affirm that certain goods and services should not be subject to the operation of the
market when they concern essential rights. They make the creation and redistribution of wealth
a major issue of political action.

art. 7
Socialists defend a new development model, on a global scale, which combines growth,
innovation, the ecological imperative, job creation and social protection.
Socialists are concerned not only with the quantity of wealth produced and its distribution, but
also with the way it is produced and the content of production.
Socialists are working to ensure that economic growth and wealth generation are achieved by
reducing the drain on non-renewable resources and by strengthening social cohesion.

art. 8

Human work is an issue and a fundamental right; it is an individual and collective means of
integration, recognition and emancipation. Socialists refuse and fight against a dual society
where some earn their income from employment and others are locked into assistance or
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exclusion. They defend the principle of a society that gives everyone the means to live in dignity
and fight against life's handicaps. The quality of employment is a fundamental objective which
implies fair remuneration, guaranteed and respected rights, access to lifelong learning that
promotes professional and social advancement, a right to health at work. Work must go hand in
hand with a way of life that gives free time, access to culture and sport, offering everyone the
possibility to build their own life and participate in public life, and gives full scope to the nonprofit sector.

art. 9
An equally important task is to update what is the proper contribution of Socialism in the last
century, the social state, which allows collective responses to satisfy individual needs in their
diversity. This state privileges first of all productive investment to the detriment of rent and
speculation. It must be a state that invests and emancipates by promoting education, research,
innovation and culture. It provides protection against social risks. It is based on an assumed
redistribution and the implementation of a progressive tax system. It must guarantee the
security of people and property for all, without which there can be no real freedom. Regulation is
one of the major roles of the state in reconciling the market economy, democracy and social
cohesion and territorial.

art. 10

Fighting for peace, collective security, co-development corresponds to the internationalist
vocation of socialists. This is our horizon for the century that is beginning. The struggle for a
peaceful international community is inseparable from the defense of human rights and the
struggle for social justice. It also requires the recognition of the interests of states and peoples,
and working to identify common interests in order to build a balanced, just and secure world. It
also demands a double effort to strengthen, reform and democratize international institutions.
Finally, it requires solidarity in the management of global public goods such as climate, water and
bio-diversity. This is why we need the strengthening of the United Nations, and the weight of the
United States and its determination.

art. 11
The socialists' will is to contribute to make the United States an open country, respected in the
world, working for peace, human rights and sustainable development. The United States is, by
virtue of its history, both singular and universalist, it must be faithful to this double heritage. It
must fight discrimination and protect the fundamental rights of immigrants.
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III. Our Socialist Party
art. 12

The Social Democrats of America Party is a republican democratic party. It is organized in the
service of citizen commitment. It embraces the values of the Republic, Liberty, Equality,
Fraternity and Secularism. It advocates the separation of powers, guaranteeing a regime of
political responsibility. He defends pluralism and independence of information in the media. For
him, the Nation is not a juxtaposition of communities, but a contract between free citizens. It
respects the rights of all those who live on its soil, and ensures that everyone fulfills their duties
towards it. The Social Democrats of America Party aims to encourage everyone to adhere to the
values of the Republic.

art. 13

The Social Democrats of America Party is a secular party. It defends the separation of church and
state and the secular character of the public school. It watches over the freedom of conscience.
Secularism is more than a principle of tolerance, it is a fight against all fundamentalisms, and all
sectarianisms. It intends to promote and organize a common space, respecting religions, as long
as they are exercised within the framework of the law and are not an obstacle to individual and
collective freedoms. Secularism is a condition of our living together in the Republic.

art. 14

The Social Democrats of America Party is a reformist party. It intends to exercise the
responsibilities of government, at all levels, in order to change society. It carries a project of
radical social transformation. It knows that this transformation cannot be decreed, that it results
from a strong collective will assumed in time, taking into account the ideal, the realities and the
history. Social Democrats of America Party wants to contribute to change life with society and by
society, by law and contract. It never considers the power relations of a moment as fixed or
unsurpassable. It intends to fight against all social determinisms, source of injustices and
inequality.

art. 15

The Social Democrats of America Party is feminist. It acts in favor of the emancipation of women.
It works for equality between women and men, parity and the mixing of society. It guarantees
women access to the fundamental rights that ensure control over their bodies. It defends the
wage and professional equality between men and women.
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art. 16

The Social Democrats of America Party is a humanist party. It fights against all forms of
discrimination whatever the origins and causes. It condemns the commodification of the human
body and of the living. It fights all attacks on human integrity and dignity because of sexual
orientation.

art. 17
The Social Democrats of America Party is a decentralizing party. It places respect for the diversity
of the territories at the heart of its values. It wants to combine the presence of a regulatory
State, guarantor of republican equality and balance - including financial balance - between the
territories, with a living and innovative local democracy.

art. 18

The Social Democrats of America Party is committed to the main principles of justice. It ensures
the protection of both public and individual liberties.
Justice is a value and an institution. It guarantees the reality of everyone's rights. It must be
accessible, independent and equal for all. Its mission is to
The purpose of the program is not only to punish, but also to contribute to prevention and to
assist in rehabilitation and reintegration into society.

art. 19

The Social Democrats of America Party places culture and education at the center of its values.
Culture allows both to gather and to liberate. Faced with the danger of standardization and
commodification, culture, with the irreplaceable contribution of artists and creators, contributes
to building a world based on diversity, dialogue and openness. Digital technologies can
contribute to this, as long as the democratic framework and pluralistic rules are specified.
Education and training are a major condition for the emancipation of each individual and the
democratization of our society. They decide the future of our country. The Socialist Party must
ensure that everyone has the same access to education and training.

art. 20
*** Removed as it pertains to Europe **
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art. 21

The Social Democrats of America Party is an internationalist party. It condemns all oppression
and exploitation and modern forms of slavery. It works for the respect of children's rights. It fully
recognizes the right to asylum. It fights xenophobia, racism and anti-Semitism.
The Social Democrats of America Party campaigns for a just and respected international order,
for cooperation between peoples, for a true development policy. It defends the role of the UN
and international institutions. It wants the Socialist International to become a genuine
progressive movement on a global scale.

art. 22

The Social Democrats of America Party is a popular party rooted in the world of work. It is the
product of the political and social struggles conducted since the 19th century for more justice
and of social equality. Open to society, it intends to express the general interest of the French
people.

art. 23

The Social Democrats of America Party is a democratic party. It respects each of its members. It
organizes a transparent and open political debate. It ensures the diversification of partisan and
elective responsibilities at all levels. It makes parity between men and women a principle. It
takes into account in a permanent dialogue the forces and movements of civil society, in
particular trade unions, associations and non-governmental organizations, while respecting their
independence.
The Social Democrats of America Party is a party that defends a political ethic in its militant
commitment. It is based on a voluntary membership that demands that decisions, texts and
rules, deliberated and adopted in common, be respected.

art. 24
The Social Democrats of America Party wants to bring together all the cultures of the left. It is
not resigned to the divisions inherited from the past. It has always organized a free debate within
its ranks and calls on all men and women who share its values to join this struggle.
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